
THE BIG BREAK 
Code of Conduct  

 
The mission of The Big Break is to create a positive, empowering and accessible venue for the young and                   
the undiscovered in theater. We believe that everyone has a person they long to be, everyone has a story                   
to tell, and everyone has a vision to share through their craft and art. Our goal is for the world to see great                       
talent that comes from surprising places and unknown faces. It is our belief that everyone benefits from                 
the expansion of art, theater, and culture. We believe that many voices and many visions make the whole                  
of humanity better. Our commitment is to create that venue, to be that stage, and to make all voices                   
heard. 
 
Participation in The Big Break is voluntary. If you decide to participate, you are agreeing to abide by the                   
following rules of conduct, which will apply to both the Theater portion and the Reality Show portion of                  
The Big Break. These rules are meant to provide for the general well-being of all cast, crew, contestants,                  
managers, advertisers, sponsors, audience members, and anyone else affiliated with The Big Break.             
These rules apply to all written material submitted by you, your conduct during rehearsals, performances               
and recordings, your social media postings, media interviews and presentations, and all interpersonal             
interactions while you are working or participating on The Big Break. Violations of these rules will be                 
considered grounds for dismissal from The Big Break. 

 
No Harassment or Discrimination 

 
All people involved in The Big Break, including but not limited to the owners, managers, social media                 
personnel, volunteers, actors, writers, directors, stage crew, technicians, participants, relatives of           
participants and social media contacts will be treated with respect. We will not act or speak in any way                   
that demeans any of these groups and you must not, either. 
 
We will not harass, discriminate against, or give preferential treatment to, anyone based on age, ethnicity,                
sexual orientation, religion, race, sex financial status, political affiliations, professional history or other             
characteristics protected by law. Discrimination and harassment of any kind will not be tolerated. 

 
Protection of Minors 

 
No minor will be alone with an adult unless an authorized chaperone is present and such contact has                  
been approved in writing by a parent or guardian and the designated chaperone Andy Wallace and                
Chessie Reiss. 

 
Content Restrictions 

 
There will be no nudity or sexually explicit content, or content that is hateful, defamatory, discriminatory,                
incites hatred against any individual or group, promotes or supports terror or hate groups, or violates any                 
applicable law.  

 
The Big Break is not a political organization and does not participate in any way in the national or                   
international political dialogue. In the interest of never isolating portions of our audience, The Big Break                
content will not delve into politics in any of its formats. This includes Social Media, the Reality Show, the                   
Theater Competition, or otherwise. Political content includes, but is not limited to, posting of any symbols,                
logos, videos, pictures, messages, links, clips, or any content at all that constitutes a political message,                
representation, or affiliation to political parties, organizations, PACS, individuals, governments, social           
movements, or any other groups or people that might constitute a political opinion or affiliation.  



 
If you are writing material to be considered for The Big Break's Theater Competition, do not write about                  
any living person unless you have obtained that person's written consent to do so. 
 

Personal Conduct 
 
Violations of federal, state, or local laws will not be tolerated. 
 
There will be no tolerance for alcohol and/or illegal drug or mind-altering drug use while participating in                 
any aspect of The Big Break. Such use will not be tolerated and is cause for immediate dismissal. 
 
Do not engage in any conduct prior to, during or after your involvement with The Big Break in such a way                     
that you commit any act where such act, or failure to act, would (a) be considered by a reasonable person                    
to be unethical, (b) cause a reasonable person to believe such act or failure to act, brings (or if publicly                    
known would bring) you into broad public disrepute, or (c) cause a reasonable person to believe that a                  
substantial portion of the community would reflect unfavorably on you, on The Big Break or its sponsors,                 
advertisers, distributors and exhibitors. 
 
Never give or offer to give, directly or indirectly, anything of value (such as money, gifts, business                 
entertainment, charitable gifts or otherwise) to anyone involved in The Big Break for the purpose of                
influencing a decision or if such gift might appear that it was being given for the purpose of influencing a                    
decision. Never accept anything of value from anyone if such thing of value was offered in exchange for                  
influencing your decision or conduct relating to The Big Break. 
 

Confidential Information  
 
In the course of your involvement in The Big Break, you may learn of information that is confidential,                  
including but not limited to, information regarding The Big Break, LLC, the distributor or exhibitor of the                 
Reality Show, sponsors of The Big Break, the premise of the Reality Show, events that take place on the                   
Reality Show, talent associated with the Reality Show and/or the Theater Competition, creative concepts              
and designs and other participants. You may not reveal any such information to anyone other than a                 
parent or professional representative, and in particular you may not ever post any such confidential               
information on  social media. 
 

Publicity 

You may not give any interviews or authorize publicity relating to The Big Break or make any statements                  
to the press or any media service regarding The Big Break, except that you may make incidental and                  
positive mentions of your involvement in The Big Break on your personal social media accounts.  

Let Us Know! 

If I have any questions or concerns about this Code of Conduct, or suspect it may be being violated, I will 
contact Andy Wallace at (925) 918-2508 or Andy.Wallace@TheBigBreak.tv 


